Sheep is considered to be short day seasonal breeder. Sheep does show varying behavior in terms of seasonal reproduction between temperate and tropical latitudinal regions. MTNR1A gene has been studied widely for being linked to seasonality in sheep. Recently, through our studies we have characterized the MTNR1A gene in Tropical arid sheep breeds and could find out that the GG and CC genotypes are having higher prevalence in the tropical arid breed population with reference to two SNP markers 'G612A'and 'C606T' respectively. Melatonin is an important hormone secreted by pineal gland and it functions as the prime sensor of the neuroendocrine system for the photoperiodic environmental cues. Sheep in temperate latitudes still continue to display significant seasonal reproductive behavior, although sheep breeds of tropical climatic regimes are considered largely aseasonal or intermittently polyestrous [1] . It is the phenomenon of photoperiodism which drives their reproductive cycle comprising of a season of high sexual activity during short days (increasing dark period) and an anestrous season or a period of atypical sexual activity that occurs during long days (decreasing dark period). The mechanism of action of melatonin in regulating seasonal reproductive behavior is still a major question striking all of us with a full might. It may be due to temporal seasonal variation in expression of the receptors of melatonin in pars tuberalis, where the maximum numbers of MTNR1A receptors are present. It may also be due to change in the affinity of binding of melatonin due to progressive sequence differences or its differential regulation may be influenced by the epigenetic or gene interaction mechanisms. Domestication of animals pruned this inherited trait, as the animals are being selected for increased production, been provided with advanced husbandry practices including proper shelter management. Unlike most domestic livestock species, sheep are widely known to display marked seasonality in their breeding activity. Important question which is to be addressed is ascertaining those factors which are responsible for difference in seasonal reproductive behavior among the temperate and tropical sheep breeds. Melatonin receptor 1A (MTNR1A), a high-affinity melatonin receptor is G-coupled protein type receptor and it has been supposed to be a candidate gene for influencing seasonality in sheep. Melatonin receptor gene (MTNR1A) sequence consists of two exons (ExonI and Exon II) spanned by an intron [2] and its Exon II which is responsible for coding a majority portion of the receptor. Several studies of this gene in different animal species have found relationships with RESEARCH HIGHLIGHT
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seasonal reproduction activity [3, 4] . Two SNP markers in the sheep MTNR1A gene at positions 606 and 612 of exon II have been found to be associated with seasonal reproduction.Association studies conducted in sheep breeds of different regions like Merino d'arles [4] , Small tail Han sheep [5] , Awasi [6] , Sarda [7] , Dorset [8] have found association of the 'G612A' and 'C606T' SNPs with seasonal reproduction status of animals. We in our recent study, have tried to find the genetic variability in the tropical arid breeds (Magra and Marwari), which are mostly aseasonal in their breeding activity and to study comparative prevalence of above two important SNPs G606C and C612A in them. The major purpose of the study was to have a comparative account in terms of sequential genetic variability in the MTNR1A gene in tropical arid sheep breeds vis-à-vis temperate sheep breeds, which do demonstrate significant seasonal reproductive behavior. We have characterized the melatonin receptor gene of the Tropical arid sheep breeds (Magra, Marwari and Chokla) and submitted sequences to the NCBI database. We have also found that the C606T and G612A SNP markers are present in tropical sheep breeds but with a significantly lower minor allele frequency in comparison to what have been demonstrated in temperate sheep breeds by several authors. GG and CC genotypes are dominantly prevalent in the tropical arid breed population [9] . We could also notice that there are few unique SNPs in the tropical arid sheep breeds. We could identify a unique conformational destabilizing mutation G931C in Chokla sheep breed which was acting as kink in the helical structure of G-coupled receptor owing to substitution of alanine by proline. Polyphen-2 analysis was performed to assess the potentiality of this mutation in terms of its ability to effect the conformation of the receptor, and the mutation was found to be potentially damaging [10] . Two other non-synonymous mutations (G706A, C893A) were observed in Chokla sheep breed. G706A lead to substitution of valine by isoleucine Val125I (U14109) in the fifth transmembrane domain. C893A leads to substitution of alanine by aspartic acid in the third extracellular loop.We have noticed that the two important SNPs C426T and G555A were observed in temperate sheep breeds and they were absent in Chokla, Magra and Marwari breeds of sheep [9, 10] . Thus, distinctive SNPs pattern has been observed between these tropical and temperate sheep breed but it will be too early to link them clearly with the differential reproductive behavior manifested by them.
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